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EFET facilitates the understanding of EU Regulations on the Italian 
wholesale energy market in a workshop under the patronage of the 

Ministry 
 
 
The European Federation of Energy Traders (EFET)1, under the patronage of the Italian 
Ministry of Economic Development, is organising a workshop on 15 September in Rome 
on the European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR) and the EU Regulation on 
Wholesale Energy Market Integrity and Transparency (REMIT). 
 
Through a discussion of the practical consequences of European financial and energy 
market regulation for Italian energy market participants, the EFET Task Force Italy will 
aim to provide an update on and enhance the understanding of the following key areas:  
 
- Reporting under EMIR in Italy 
- Future reporting obligations under REMIT 
- Back-office practical implementation of EMIR   
- Reporting best practices   
- Risk mitigation techniques and practical advices. 
 
We are delighted to welcome Carlo Calenda, Deputy-Minister of Economic Development 
in Italy, who will inaugurate the event. Representatives from Autoritá per l’Energia 
Elettrica, il Gas ed il Sistema Idrico (AEEGSI), Commissione Nazionale per le Società e 
la Borsa (CONSOB), European Energy Exchange (EEX) and EFET will be speaking in 
the first half of the day concluding the presentations with a panel discussion. 
The afternoon session will consist of a practical seminar targeting back-office 
departments, with interventions by ENOI, EDISON and Studio Legale Grimaldi. 
 
 
 
For further information, please contact:  
Pietro Baldovin, EFET Regulatory and Policy Associate 
E-mail: P.Baldovin@efet.org, Tel: +32 (0)28283342 

                                                
1 The European Federation of Energy Traders (EFET) promotes and facilitates European energy trading in 
open, transparent, sustainable and liquid wholesale markets, unhindered by national borders or other 
undue obstacles.  We currently represent more than 100 energy trading companies, active in over 27 
European countries. For more information, visit our website at www.efet.org.  


